In association with British Airways Holidays, GTA & Kuoni
Interface Management Systems
are proud to introduce their new venture

Allowing the sharing of “Supplier Completed Checklists”
in a usable format across the PASS databases.

Why do you need XChange?

“Complete a single health & safety checklist to share universally with tour operators”

For some time now, companies have been requesting that their accommodation providers such as hotels, apartments and villas complete health & safety checklists.

This process was greatly simplified with the introduction of ePass which provides IMS customers access to send and process high volumes of checklists quickly and without the need for additional resources.

Now with more and more requests to suppliers for the completion of, what is often, the same checklist but for another company, the need for a more streamlined approach was identified by British Airways, GTA & Kuoni.
How can XChange help you?

“Access to the shared data is available through a central database”
A month after launch, the central database contained over 39,000 checklists. A figure that is growing daily.

Individual “Sharing Set Up”
Each company can define which checklists they want to share, with whom and from which facility.

“Downloaded data can be managed by the XChange member”
The recipients of the checklists are able to manage safety improvements, create supplier correspondence allowing them sufficient autonomy to follow up and/or address issues.

“Supplier dedicated website for online audit completion”
Suppliers are able to access a dedicated website and complete checklists online. These are then available for sharers with previous recipients updated automatically.

“XChange will manage the sending of follow up checklists”
To ensure that information is up to date. XChange will automatically send out follow up checklists upon expiry of those in the central database.

“Secure data”
All data stored securely with worldwide access.

Not an existing PASS user?
Checklists can be provided in a .pdf format and sent to you by email.
Contact us now for details on how to become a PASS user.